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ABSTRACT
High-pressure Brillouin scattering experiments were conducted on three natural, singlecrystal garnets with near end-member compositions: pyrope (Mg3Al2Si3O12), grossular
(Ca3Al2Si3O12), and andradite (Ca3Fe312Si3O12). Acoustic velocities of the samples were
measured from the samples at pressures to 10 GPa in a diamond-anvil cell with a methanolethanol-water pressure medium. Elastic stiffness constants (Cij) and their pressure dependencies (]Cij/]P) were calculated, as were aggregate elastic moduli (KS and G) and their
respective pressure derivatives. The Cauchy relations changed with pressure for both grossular and andradite, suggesting that assuming these are constant is not valid for extrapolation to high pressures for these and possibly other minerals. The variation in ]KS /dP and
]G/]P was sensitive to composition and required a complex mixing model for extrapolation
of end-member elasticity values from garnets of intermediate compositions.

INTRODUCTION
The elastic properties of the Earth’s deep interior are
increasingly well-resolved by seismology, providing investigators with a foundation on which to base compositional models of the interior. Such models are dependent, however, upon a detailed understanding of the
pressure-temperature dependence of the elastic properties
of candidate minerals and rocks.
Garnet is considered an important constituent in the
Earth’s upper mantle, but its modal amount is debated. In
the pyrolite model (Ringwood 1975), the mantle is chemically homogeneous between upper and lower mantle,
whereas piclogite models (Bass and Anderson 1984; Anderson and Bass 1986) require some chemical stratification with the lower mantle more iron and silica rich than
the upper mantle. Both of these models feature garnet as
an important mineral with transition zone abundances
ranging from 20% for pyrolite to 50% for piclogite (Anderson and Bass 1986; Ita and Stixrude 1992). Garnet,
{X}3[Y]2 (Z)3O12, accommodates various chemical substitutions, suggesting that mantle species could be chemically diverse. Because chemical substitution at octahedral
and triangular dodecahedral sites changes relative bond
lengths and angles, the affected polyhedra may have altered elastic properties as well. This study used Brillouin
spectroscopy at pressure to obtain elastic stiffness constants of single crystals of three natural granets (pyrope,
grossular, and andradite) and inferred compositional dependence of elastic properties and their pressure
derivatives.
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Acoustic velocities can be directly measured with several different methods. Brillouin scattering is an optical
method involving the inelastic scattering of light by interaction with acoustic phonons in a fluid or solid, which
was first applied to mantle minerals at ambient conditions
by Weidner (1975) and to minerals at high pressures in
the diamond-anvil cell by Shimizu et al. (1982). The thermally generated phonons scatter monochromatic light of
wavelength, l0, and frequency, n0, at an angle, a, in such
a way that the Bragg condition, l0 5 2nL sin(a/2), is
satisfied, where L is the phonon wavelength. Frequency
of the phonon, ns can be described by the Bragg equation
as well: ns 5 2n0 (n/c)n sin(a/2), where n is the refractive
index and c the velocity of light in a vacuum. The frequency of the scattered light is Doppler shifted, resulting
in the Brillouin doublet, given by n0 6 ns 5 n0 6 2n0(n/c)n
sin(a/2). Shimizu and Sasaki (1992) demonstrated the
feasibility of collecting a full set of sound velocity data
from cubic crystals within a single plane. Zha et al.
(1996) successfully determined a complete set of elastic
stiffness constants with velocity data collected from a single-crystal forsterite [111] platelet. The feasibility of using a platelet (i.e., measurement in a single plane of a
crystal) to recover Brillouin scattering data is crucial for
high-pressure experiments because of the limited optical
access of the diamond-anvil cell. Zha et al. (1996) also
did Monte Carlo simulations to determine the reliability
of Cij data collected from single plane velocity data
(again, the orthorhombic forsterite) and found that longitudinal and shear moduli were within 65% of the starting values in more than 95% of the simulations, although
off-diagonal moduli (C12, C13, and C23) had a somewhat
larger error, up to 610% of starting values. Ultimately,
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